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Why give learners  
pronunciation homework?



Why give learners pronunciation
homework?

XAllows for skills development outside the 
classroom, autonomous learning

XCan focus on productive and receptive skills
XGives opportunity for repetition & recycling
XLearners can practise at their own pace
XFeedback can be immediate &/or personalised



Aim to focus on:

1) recycling coursebook and classroom material 
plus differentiation of tasks

2) a couple of examples of technology for 
practice outside the classroom

3) phonemes / citation forms / preparation for 
speaking / pronunciation for listening



Assumption:

Learners will have the chance to practise 
activities whilst supported in class before 
being asked to do them for homework



Points to consider

Teachers

XTime to prep
XFeedback needed
XTime to mark

Learners

XCan go at own pace
XLots of repetition 

possible
XFeedback immediate 

or delayed



Focus on phonemes









Focus: Phonemes
Suggestion: Sound hunt   

Use a reading or listening text from class

X Variety of activities in the handout
X Listening scripts with recordings are useful

T 
Prep: ✖
or key
Fb: delayed or 
key
Mark: ✖

L 
L pace: ✔
reps: ✔
Fb: delayed
or key



Focus: Pronunciation of specific sounds
in words
Suggestion: Voice activated dictation  

Use words from course book or give out words

https://dictation.io/

[Phrases can also be used] 

T 
Prep: ✖
or word list
Fb: ✖ but follow 
up problem 
sounds
Mark: ✖
Or option to mark

L 
L pace: ✔
reps: ✔
Fb: immediate
But L might want 
to check accuracy 
of computer

https://dictation.io/








Focus on stressed    
syllables



Focus: Stressed syllables
Suggestion: Syllable hunt

X Look at the last sentence

X Find words that have the following syllables in them 
/sɪmp/ /zɪʃ/ /prəʊ/ /kɒg/ /fɒl/ /səʊ/ /tɒn/

X Draw a circle round them 

T 
Prep: <5 mins 
Fb:  delayed  
Mark: ✖

L 
L pace: ✔
reps: ✔
Fb:  own obs/ 
delayed





Focus: Stressed syllables
Suggestion: Syllable hunt

T prep: pick out some primary stressed syllables to 
match in phonemes if learners can use them

X Look at the last sentence
X Find words that have the following syllables in them 

/sɪmp/ /zɪʃ/ /prəʊ/ /kɒg/ /fɒl/ /səʊ/ /tɒn/
X Listen again. Are these syllables stressed?

X Practise saying the words.

T 
Prep: <5 mins 
Fb:  delayed  
Mark: ✖

L 
L pace: ✔
reps: ✔
Fb:  own obs/ 
delayed



Focus on citation form 
of words



Focus: revision of words 

Examples of using pronunciation to do 
vocabulary revision.
Speak to a partner.
Would you use any of these activities with 
your learners?
Which one/s and why? 

T 
Prep: varied 
Fb:  delayed or 
key  
Mark: ✖

L 
L pace: ✔
reps: ✔
Fb:  delayed or 
key



Problem: variability of spoken language
https://youglish.com/

XShow your learners youGlish.com
XSelect the accent you prefer
XType in the phrase and they will be 

able to listen to it being said by 
different people in context

T 
Prep: ✖
Fb:    ✖
Mark: ✖

L 
L pace: ✔
reps: ✔
Fb:  own
observation

https://youglish.com/


Extension/ variation

XHow should it sound?
XTeach your learners how to use 

recordings such as those on youGlish to 
shadow or mirror



Focus: pronunciation 
skills development for
a speaking task



Focus: 
pronunciation 
skills 
development for
a speaking task





Mark the places 
where the speaker 
pauses (the thought 
groups).

NB This can vary from 
speaker to speaker



Decide which is the 
most important word 
in each thought 
group 

NB this will change 
depending on what 
the speaker wants to 
say



T 
Prep: Yes
Time varied
Fb:  class follow 
up  
Mark: ✖
Or option to mark

L 
L pace: ✔
reps: ✔
Listen to own 
recording 
Fb:  self assess
Checklist to help
Can ask in class



Pronunciation skills development 
worksheet

What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of using this activity with 
your learners?



Focus: pronunciation 
for listening



Listening for features of connected 
speech

X Listening scripts can be reused for homework 
X Students look at a section of the text and 

predict where they might hear the target 
feature

X Listen again to confirm
XOption to follow up in the next class

T 
Prep: ✖
Fb:  class follow up  
Mark: ✖

L 
L pace: ✔
reps: ✔
Fb:  listen and 
check
Can ask in class



Listening for the most stressed syllables

XTurn down the volume
XLearners listen at home: from course book/ 

podcast 
XWrite down the stressed words/ parts of 

words they can hear
XTry to work out meaning
XListen again with volume up or use tape 

script/ transcript for feedback

T 
Prep: ✖
Fb:  class follow up  
Mark: ✖

L 
L pace: ✔
reps: ✔
Fb:  listen at 
normal volume/ 
use tape script 
to check



Focus: Pronunciation for listening
Decoding words – lower levels 

On handout:
Instructions on how to make a gap fill task 
from a YouTube video with subtitles for 
homework

T 
Prep: 20 mins 
Fb:  give key  
Mark: ✖

L 
L pace: ✔
reps: ✔
Fb:  key



Some things I’ve learned about using 
YouTube for listening practice 

XSearch with ,cc to get videos with subtitles     
eg ‘Halloween, cc’



Some things I’ve learned about using 
YouTube for listening practice 

XClick on the 3 
Horizontal dots 



Some things I’ve learned about using 
YouTube for listening practice 

XHave it with or without time markers. Click 
on the 3 vertical dots 



Some things I’ve learned about using 
YouTube for listening practice 

XClick on the back arrow to go back 5 
seconds

T 
Prep: 20 mins 
Fb:  give key  
Mark: ✖

L 
L pace: ✔
reps: ✔
Fb:  key



Focus: Pronunciation for listening and 
pronunciation for grammar practice

X Olya Segreeva

X TubeQuizard quizzes
X Amazing collection of already existing quizzes in 

particular for B1 and above

X http://tubequizard.com/

http://tubequizard.com/


“I’ve lived in Italy for 5 years.”
Problem: Student misunderstands that I still 
live in Italy

Question: Does the student not understand the 
grammar or has the student not heard /v/?

X If it’s the latter, one option is to use TubeQuizard
quizzes for micro listening tasks



T 
Prep: ✖
Fb: ✖
Mark: ✖

L 
L pace: ✔
reps: ✔
Fb:  immediate

• Click on a line to hear it
• < goes back 5 secs
• Immediate feedback

• http://tubequizard.com/quiz.ph
p?id=83

http://tubequizard.com/quiz.php?id=83


Practise listening for articles

http://www.tubequizard.com/quiz.php?id=58

T 
Prep: ✖
Fb: ✖
Mark: ✖

L 
L pace: ✔
reps: ✔
Fb:  immediate

http://www.tubequizard.com/quiz.php?id=58


T 
Prep: ✖
Fb: ✖
Mark: ✖

L 
L pace: ✔
reps: ✔
Fb:  immediate



http://www.tubequizard.com/quiz.php?id=91

http://www.tubequizard.com/quiz.php?id=91


On your handout:
Instructions on how to create your 
own quizzes within Tubequizard
(from Olya Segreeva)



Quick recap:
X Phonemes 

X Syllable hunt/ turn down the volume
X Vocabulary revision activities
X Voice activated dictation

X YouGlish
X Using tape scripts: gap fill activities/ prediction 
X Preparation for speaking: existing or own texts

X TubeQuizard quizzes



Choose one of these activities that you 
think would be useful to use with your 
learners.
Speak to a partner, tell them which one 
and why.




